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Lawrence Neal: Welcome back to [inaudible 00:00:01] part 78.

Skyler Tanner: For everybody who's missed it, we recorded at least 70 at the Resistance 
Exercise Conference and they just didn't make the transatlantic flight, sorry. 

Lawrence Neal: I gathered you're a little bit sad that we never actually got to sit down in do a 
podcast in the end.

Skyler Tanner: Well, one of those things being in person with somebody, it's the subtle 
energies and ... you might lose all of your listeners if we had recorded our 
dinner conversations or something like that. Why are they talking about meat 
on meat. 

Lawrence Neal: I'd like to know ... I've got quite a few ... I think after the whole show on Baker, 
appearances ... I've got quite a few carnivals in the listenership these days. 
Okay, so, today's episode we're going to focus on this concept of recovery, 
which is obviously very important in the context of exercise and particularly 
steenth training and high intensity training and I wanted to start off by talking 
about this from more of a beginner's perspective. They've just started doing 
high intensity training and how should they be thinking about recovery as they 
get started with their workout and their workout journey?

Skyler Tanner: I kind of think about this in two ways. There's two things you're trying to 
optimize for early on is that, the first being, most beginners if they're truly 
beginners, they actually are not strong enough to put a giant demand on their 
recovery capacity. In other words, their work capacity is so low. 

There's a good amount of literature demonstrating that if you take a beginner 
and ask them to contract voluntarily contract their muscles hard as possible, 
they're only capable of really contracting 60 to ... achieving 60, 65% of 
maximum contractile capability. The way they test this for those who are 
interested, they put a line under their descending neuronal pathway, and they'll 
say, "Okay" ... they're doing a leg extension, an isometric leg extension, and 
[inaudible 00:02:09] "Extend your leg, extend your leg as hard as you can."

When they have that peak, then they light up the line and they get this 
involuntary twitch and then the gap, the gap of those forces, is the difference. 
Trained individuals have a much ... they can get much closer, 85, 90% and then 
it depends on the contract on load after that, but for simple demonstration, 
they can get much closer to the actual muscular capability voluntarily with 
training. 

Early on, no matter how naturally muscular ... no matter the somatotype, if 
you're an ectomorph, if you're a mesomorph, if you're an endomorph, there's a 
gap between what you're capable of producing and what you can actually go 
and get. 
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So early on, there's that to be accounted for, so you're going to get fatigued, but 
not in an absolute sense. You're getting tired because you don't know how to 
maximize used of that muscle tissue, so your hole you're digging, to use that 
analogy, is relatively shallow. 

Number two, is there's the nuance of the skill and so the more frequently you 
train early on, because number one, you can, but number two, is if you're trying 
to get past that initial learning curve of exercises and some of the nuances, you 
could take advantage of the fact that you can't work yourself very hard by 
training a little bit more frequently. 

Lawrence Neal: Is that same for changing routines? Let's say you're a more advanced trainee, 
but you change routines and you want to optimize that skill aspect, would you 
be doing so at the trade off of recovery potentially?

Skyler Tanner: Potentially, but I'll get there in a second, because ...

Lawrence Neal: Sorry.

Skyler Tanner: No, no, it's okay, because it will dovetail with something when you talk ... in 
your last talk with James Steele about the repeated-bout effect. Anyway, you 
get past that beginner stage, and the beginner stage is, depending on the 
literature, either somebody's trained when they've spent X amount of time 
training, really they've been training for three months or 12 weeks and must be 
they're trained now or they'll present some arbitrary strength value on a specific 
exercise and if that case, nobody's trained except the small subset of 
individuals. 

For the sake of experience, say it's been about eight weeks, you've been training 
pretty consistently, at that point you're able to make more significant inroads to 
your strength. Your work capacity has improved and now your time between 
workouts can march out. 

I do like to always point out that if you were somebody who is so time-starved 
that you can only commit to once a week, but you could actually commit to 
once a week, in other words, you're committed to once a week, but you're only 
getting say, nine workouts in a 12 week period or something like ... if it's actually 
once a week, and you actually push yourself hard, all of this stuff happens, just 
on a longer time frame, because globally, the limiting factor is the biology. It's 
not the protocol.

That said, once you're at that intermediate stage, you can dig that hole really 
deep and it takes more time to recover, but at the same time, it's ... so that 
point, you've maximized the skill. One of those values that, and when you talk 
with Brian Johnson about this, introducing a new or novel exercise, actually 
Wayne Reskit talked about that too, as far, diversifying the load and the 
neuromuscular recruitment patterns. 
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That might have value as far as depth of fatigue, but we know for advanced 
training is they're largely protected against acute or short term markers of being 
fatigue, hence the higher frequency idea that Jeremy Loenneke talks about, or 
Ted Naiman, although I don't like his reasoning for it, talks about ... I don't think 
his reasoning of citing Olympic athletes is the right way to go about it. I digress.

Intermediates actually, probably have the greatest challenge in that they don't 
have this grisly muscle tissue, that's just an analogy. They don't have the 
maximized repeated-bout effect. They can dig their holes deeper. They're strong 
enough to really put inroads into their recovery. 

Then, that's where the ... assuming stressors in their life aren't like, "I'm an 
emergency room physician," or "I have newborn children," then at that point 
twice a week, if they're doing a full body routine vs say, three times a week early 
on, it's probably prudent because at that point, you can still drive performance 
improvements on an absolute basis, which we used as a proxy for muscular 
improvements, although the strength and size is Jeremy Loenneke, James Steele 
and all these people, you can go back and listen to your wonderful podcast 
about they correlate, but they're not directly causative, which is why I always 
point out, power lifters exist in weight classes and they can continue to get 
stronger within that weight class. 

Assuming they're not just ... assuming they're not in a super heavyweight 
category where they can be obese, and they're a middleweight, 181 pounds, 
167 pounds, I think is the class for that, they have to stay right around that 
weight class and depending on the federation, they're being weighed the 
morning of. They can't just strip off, water like they're a wrestler 24 hours 
before and hyper hydrate and screw with the number. They maximize that 
strength over time without adding significant amounts of mass, in part because 
of that neural element of learning the skill and really grooming the skill and 
practicing lifting a heavy thing for very low repetitions, but if you're using 
performance as a metric then there is some correlation still. You're getting 
stronger and that offers a window into how hard you're taxing the muscle tissue 
and then the nervous system by extension.

Once you get into the advanced level though, assuming everything's equal, you 
do have some amount of play, because you might, if you change exercises, 
you're so strong that early on, you can outstrip your recovery capability. But 
then, that frequent ... you have that repeated-bout effect, there's a frequent 
exposure, the muscle can come back to baseline. 

So, this is where that idea of, if the mechanotransduction giving the muscular 
failure is the primary stimuli for whatever hypertrophy you can get given your 
genes, then pressing that button as often as possible, maximizing protein 
synthesis, you don't care about performance at that point. 
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That's a different discussion. They diverged a while ago. That's why something 
like somebody going to failure on body weight training three times a week, four 
times a week, as long as they don't feel like garbage, because at the end of the 
day, that matters too. We talk about performance and isolation, but it's key to 
point out that all of this includes your life experience and how you might be able 
to perform as well, or you might be able to go to muscular failure, because I 
have high frequency training, I can talk about in my own recent past or long 
term past, but there's a value of, how do you feel as a result of that?

You might be able to do it, but my pithy line is if there's not a gold medal or a 
paycheck on the line, you have to account for how that actually provides value 
in your life. 

Lawrence Neal: Just on that, we're going to totally go off topic now, but I don't care, because it's 
more interesting. Obviously, Ted and I spoke about this, spoke about James 
Steele and so on, about how advance trainees may be able to increase 
frequency in order to improve gains. Do you actually think, because I'm not 
buying it, I just don't think there's not ... as you know, as we all know, genetics 
are the determining factor, and I almost feel like, again, it's one of those, all 
roads lead to Rome, and I just don't know if, I'm just not convinced that adding 
additional frequency is actually going to make a blind bit of difference. 

I know Ted's, I think he told me last that he gained a pound since we last spoke, 
so obviously that's just incredibly marginal. It's nothing, right? But that ...

Skyler Tanner: James would say that is measurement noise.

Lawrence Neal: He would. He would. I'm not disparaging Ted like that if that's important to Ted 
and that's what he wants to do, that's fine, but I'm just curious whether you feel 
that there is any value for people, for advanced trainees to actually increase 
frequency. 

I know you're still experimenting with it. I don't think he had any improvement 
in gains, but just curious in what your opinion is on it. 

Skyler Tanner: Well, again, it's ... James said he did it for two weeks and then he got run down. 
But, he was still able to go to failure and do the task of focusing on the quality of 
the repetition and going to failure, but then ... we used to wear being sore as a 
badge of honor when we were 20 something, like, "Hey, I'm working out, I'm 
sore."

Now, I'll accept soreness as a by product, but like the workout we had at the 
Resistance Exercise Conference ...

Lawrence Neal: Oh my God.
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Skyler Tanner: It was great, it was fantastic, but you know what, I don't want to be sore for five 
days. I want to work hard, and I just don't think that I need that level of ... that 
you need to go to that level, because first of all, here's the best part, remember 
Luke going, "I want to stress to you that this is the type of workout ... this is not 
a special workout. Our trainees go through this," and I go, "First of all, no they 
fucking don't, because they don't have a team of 20 trainers, two operating 
each station at a time for you to run equipment, to equipment, to equipment." 
They might use [crosstalk 00:11:47]. They might also really try to strive them 
always using advanced overlook. That may be true, but the compression of that 
work that we were able to achieve within that amount of time, turns into a 
different ball game. 

A ton of fun, of course. I went back and asked for seconds. 

Lawrence Neal: You're crazy.

Skyler Tanner: Well, I got the lateral, the manual lateral raise and the manual triceps, which 
wasn't part of it. It was one of those things where that is a great ... what it 
probably helped you do, since you said it was the hardest workout you'd ever 
done, it moves that marker of, can I challenge myself a little bit more, is this 
actually fatigue, but simultaneously, as somebody who's done this murder 
workouts in my late teens and early 20's, I have to tell you that they all the time, 
become tyrannizing. 

If you had to do that level of output all of the time, then at some point it just 
runs you into the ground psychologically even if physically you might be, "Jesus 
Christ, I got to do this again." Whereas, what I do with my clients is, it's like 
when they're showing strength, when they're having a good workout, they're in 
real time demonstrating that they're having a good workout, bury them if they 
... if they're chomping at the bit, great. Let the client in real time tell you when 
they are ready for that, but taking it back a little bit more. 

They are keen on pointing out this is all baked in the theory, and if you're an 
advanced trainee by definition, you're not getting ... you are making a bet based 
on potential long term gains, because most advanced trainees will tell you, if 
you get a pound ... going back to my six year itch post all those years ago, it's a 
key point, it's like, really highly trained guys with great physiques, they're like, 
"If I get a pound, pound and a half this year, I was amazed." This is in contest 
weight. 

That's infinitely small. Infinitely small, so the idea that you ... now, I think there's 
some utility there though, right? So, if going to fatigue is the thing, and the 
frequency of that exposure rather trying to pack in a lot of volume ... like right 
now, just because of my life and we were talking about this, I'm doing all over 
90 sessions a week, the idea of every other day doing one set to failure on four 
exercises, just getting the concentric failure, because my schedule ... before I 
got off the phone on the horn with you, I had 15 sessions in a row. 
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Yesterday I had 20 sessions, tomorrow I'll have ...[crosstalk 00:14:37] yeah, 
yeah, well, also keeping my creditors at bay with hard work. I'm not Doug 
Holland yet. But, the thing is, it is as time, as succinct as my workouts previously 
were, the idea of I just need to get to fatigue. I just need to do that and when I 
can grab it, then that makes it a little bit more palpable, even if you talk all those 
sets within a week and added up, it's my normal volume in one training session, 
it's apples to apples, just spread out differently.

For me, psychologically, it's a little easier to go, "Okay, I'll just do a set of 
pushups to failure and a set of chin ups to failure today and I'll do it two days 
from now and every other day and not on an every day basis. That's just another 
way. Doug was talking about with the sliders. I've just reduced my relative 
intensity rather than nine or ten exercises in one workout, it's three spread over 
three days, so it's the same volume. 

Lawrence Neal: How often do you let your intuition determine your clients' recovery? I can't 
remember who said it, probably was Doug McGuff, but it's not like a stop watch 
goes off and you're recovered and ready to train, your body doesn't work like 
that. It's more, sometimes I hear the advice that you just feel lucky, want to 
train and that's the good time to do it.

Sometimes you might have, it might be five or six days after your last session, 
but you just don't feel like it and maybe that's a signal that you should wait an 
extra day or two. Obviously, that can constantly vary and fluctuate for our 
training career. How often do you let that determine your training frequency vs 
a rigid every three days or four days or whatever?

Skyler Tanner: Sure, sure, when I have the ... so for my clients, that's the first thing I ask them 
when they walk in the front door is, aches, pains or otherwise, I should know 
about. Literally, I'm asking, and then psychologically, where are you at. 

And then, as the workout is progressing and those earlier exercises are either 
showing that they have the movement quality and an effort that matches that 
experience, because you've had this, anybody who's trained long enough can 
have it, sometimes you come in breathing fire and your workout's okay. 
Sometimes you come in, you just garbage, you don't have time ... this is the only 
time you're going to have to train, and you're having a great performance, but 
most of the time they match. 

Most of the time, when you breathe fire, you get a fiery performance, when you 
feel like garbage, you're going to get a garbage performance. So, with my 
clients, I try to tune that based on when they walk in and what the feedback 
they're giving me. For myself, it is ... I have a little bit more of that generally. 
There are some workouts I'm going to be able to do, I have a little bit of leeway 
around, and then others, it's literally, there's going to be no other opportunity 
between when I'm done being Skyler the business owner and Skyler the dad. 
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It's, here's my time, I have to do it, it's kind of, I'm punching the clock. As Keith 
Norris used to say, which, he and I disagree on a lot of things, but this is kind of 
true, sometimes workouts are just keeping the table set. That sometimes, when 
you're punching that clock, you are hitting the button and you are training and 
you have to accept that it probably won't be a breakthrough performance, but 
you're keeping the habit. You're keeping the skill so that when you have the 
time, or when you have the really good workout, you can maximize that 
opportunity. 

Lawrence Neal: Just curious. What do you and Keith disagree on, what other things do you 
disagree on? If you don't mind elaborating.

Skyler Tanner: Again, I don't mind elaborating. I think that ... let me walk this back just a little 
bit. Keith is higher volume guy and he's genetically gifted and he knows he's 
genetically gifted, but it's one thing to ... but he would be keen on pointing out 
like, "Hey, I wasn't as genetically gifted as other guys when I was a football 
player." I go, "That's fine, it is always relative." That's the joke in weightlifting is 
there's always a little girl in China warming up with your max.

There's always going to be somebody who is better than you at the thing that 
you are pretty good at. That said, it's when you're able to tolerate that much 
work, it's hard not to ... you might understand it rationally, but you don't 
comprehend it. In other works, I remember what it's like to be five foot ten, 
because I had to go through being five foot ten to end up being six foot two, but 
I have no idea what it's like, I can rationally imagine what it's like to be six foot 
ten, but I have no comprehension of actually being that tall and how that 
changes the way I move or what I can do. 

I often talk about that with genetics anyway, that idea of the 10,000 hour rule or 
having a genetic basis for a certain performance and outcomes. I've flipped that 
and said, I always say, "I might have practiced 10,000 hours being an NBA 
center, but I lack the genetic prerequisite of being tall enough. We like that idea 
that we don't live in a society of princes and kings, or princesses and queens, 
especially in America, this whole manifest destiny, pull yourself up by your 
bootstraps, anything is possible. Hard work is necessary to get whatever you're 
going to get. 

An hour of one person's time is very different than an hour of another person's 
time. That idea of hard work on the right things or adding hard work to talent 
gets you a lot farther than just the hard work. 

Simultaneously, you have prima donnas who are given talent, who are born with 
talent, and are just unwilling to work and they will be beat or superseded by 
somebody who is less talented, but a harder worker. Multiple interactions here. 
That would be the kind of big disagreement, but to Keith's credit, he was good 
at understanding that his clients were time poor and probably more genetically 
average on the aggregate and tailoring it accordingly. 
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We would disagree on what constitutes a safe exercise, but that would be it and 
that's fine because those are the discussions you have and we were always, as 
co-workers and partners in a business, were always very civil and it was great 
too, because Keith was never like, "My arms are bigger than yours." It was never 
like, that's the end of the discussion. He would sit there and he would listen and 
he'd be like, "Well, yeah, but what about this," and we'd go back and forth on it. 

You can't get better in your own thoughts. Doug talked a little bit about this, but 
it was Dan Riley who was the strength and conditioning coach for the Redskins 
in the 80's who also ... he was the one that at the Resistance Exercise 
Conference, that was talking about ... he was the first ever guy to basically say, 
"I want this as a position and I want to be paid for it," when he was at, I think, 
Penn State, was his originally.

He was the one who said he liked going to conferences and hearing what people 
had to say because he might agree with what they say, and if he didn't, then he 
would understand better why he disagreed with it. That's a great example of 
how my work with Keith was. I didn't agree with a lot of what he said, but there 
were some things I did agree with or were articulated better than the way I 
could articulate them and I have a better understanding of why I disagree with 
some of the things that he believes. 

Lawrence Neal: I just find that very, very interesting. Obviously, I've had Keith on the show a 
couple of times and great podcasts and really enjoyed conversing with him. I 
respect you both and so it really is interesting to know where, to be where you 
really respect and exercise kind of differ and obviously, we can learn from that 
debate as well. I just want to go back to recovery for a second, well this ... 

Skyler Tanner: Hold on. It is recovery, but let me get ... I keep, a point about Keith, which was 
really cool. I talked about it years ago, yeah years ago, 2010, 2011, on my blog. 
Casey Butt who's this bodybuilder who's also has a Ph.D. in artificial intelligence, 
basically figured out how to predict your maximum muscular potential based on 
your wrist size and all this. 

I'm keen to point out, your point about all roads lead to Rome, Keith's workout 
volume is enormous. My workout volume is much less, but it basically predicted 
our current size based on our wrist measurement in both Keith and I, very close. 
So, all roads do lead to Rome. You're going to get what you get or when you 
have Menno Henselmans on, I was telling you about this before, which isn't a 
grief on him as much as it's like, I've seen him at multiple paleo [inaudible 
00:24:02] he's doing far more work than I am and he's not getting 300% bigger 
in that same time period, because eventually you get what you get because the 
limiter was never the workout, the limiter was you, your biology.

Lawrence Neal: That's the quote of the episode, I think. 

Skyler Tanner: Yeah, the limit was always your biology. 
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Lawrence Neal: Yeah. I've done some very interesting podcasts lately with a couple guys and I 
just really ... I'll elaborate. Mike Bradley, who's the strength coach for the 
basketball team at Florida State University. Very, very bright, very experienced, 
very passionate strength coach, really shed more light on it. There are some 
people ... he's worked with, obviously, a very responsive sample of young male 
athletes and he said there are some people who just don't gain any muscle or 
gain very little muscle, regardless of the protocol and you're looking at a set of 
potentially strong responders and I thought that was, it just showed, it just 
forever reinforced the amount of heterogeneity, is that how you say it, that 
there is in people and in response to exercise and ... you were going to say.

Skyler Tanner: No, no, no. It's amazing that we have athletes who quite literally have the best 
or some athletes that, at least, very great strength and conditioning base, which 
to draw from, and yet year over year, they don't just get more and more 
muscular. 

NBA players have become on the balance, much better at condition, not just 
cardiovascularly, but muscularly. Very quickly, if you look at rookies, and then 
maybe the first three years, say, 19 year olds because they're still maturing, and 
they get this strength condition base and they have the diet dialed in, you can 
see year to year improvements in their quality of physique, but after that, it 
levels off. They're still doing the same stuff because they're competitive 
athletes. 

LeBron James has been as big as he is for the past ten years.

Lawrence Neal: You're right, I noticed though, if players like JJ Redick and Gordon Hayward, you 
can see they've packed on the muscle and they've responded really well to 
strength training. What I didn't realize ...

Skyler Tanner: But it was relatively short period of time in which this improvement occurred 
and then they've largely continued to maintain it, and you can go back through 
season over season and see their playing weight. Obviously, at some point, extra 
muscular weight, is a detriment, but for individuals who it was supposed to be 
necessary like the Kevin Durand's, you think he hasn't been training to add lean 
tissue since he came in from college? Of course, he has, because he's still ... yes 
he plays effectively like point forward, small forward, even though he's six ten, 
but he's still going to have to rebound. He's still going to have to be physical if 
he's backing somebody down as part of his game. Catching shoot, boxing out, 
rebounding, so some extra lean mass as armor is going to be valuable.

He's added just a little bit because he was always going ... he's the king of limbs. 
He never had a lot of muscle to begin with, short muscle bellies, and has nothing 
to do with the protocol.

Lawrence Neal: He's quite heavy, which is surprising. He's about 245. He is six foot nine, but you 
see him and you see players that are, I don't know, he's ... you see players that 
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look similar build to him that are similar height or a lot lighter, and I'm 
wondering that's because his arms are so long, maybe that's got something to 
do with it, I don't know. 

But no, I actually talked to Jim Fannigan about him in the most recent podcast 
and he was describing how well hooked up Kevin Durand is. Although he might 
not look muscular and Jim was like, "I bet you he's damn strong," when he's 
posting up and you're playing physical basketball, he's probably quite a force to 
be reckoned with. 

Skyler Tanner: It's probably the tendonal musculo unit that was talked about at the conference 
as far as ... James Steele has a video of himself pulling about a triple body 
weight dead life, somewhere in the depths of YouTube, and he looks no bigger 
than he is now, because he isn't. 

Lawrence Neal: I have to search for that. You talked about Mike Gittleson's presentation.

Skyler Tanner: Yes. Mike Gittleson's presentation about that ...

Lawrence Neal: I missed that. I was really quite ...

Skyler Tanner: It was a good presentation. It definitely shone some light on a couple interesting 
things. The short version is, are you in a balance of stiffness in the tendon and 
the integration of the muscle, so at the musculo tendonous unit, you have this. 
Over time, it starts to creep and become too stiff, so some amount of stretching 
creates enough suppleness so that the tendon can still act like a rubber band 
and actually contract under high effort loads. That's where it seems like 
stretching has value based on Keith Barr's work. 

Keith Barr is a physiologist who engineers tissues at UC Davis, so in order to 
engineer artificial tissues that work in the human body or culture these tissues 
to make them perform function optimally, he must understand how they work. 
That's what his research has explored. Anyway, we're supposed to be talking 
about recovery.

Lawrence Neal: No, it's fine. This is definitely how it goes and I think these things are interesting 
and hopefully interesting to listeners. But yes, I am thinking of, there's 
something about recovery I do want to talk about, which is, something which I 
think a lot of us even intermediate and advanced trainees think about and 
debate a lot, and I know, because I get a lot of questions about all the nuances 
of this stuff. 

One of those is, how do you know when you may need more recovery? It 
sounds silly, right? Maybe you can just go on intuition on how you feel, but I 
think there's a lot of people out there listening that are like, they're not sure 
whether or not they get better results if they need, if they extend a recovery, 
they might get better results. I'm not convinced, I'm thinking, back to what we 
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were saying earlier, all roads lead to Rome. I think it's quite hard to over train, 
personally, but I'd love to hear how you think about, what you would advise 
people when they're like, "Look, I don't know how much recovery I need to 
continue to progress in my training regimen."

Skyler Tanner: Well, for my clients, they don't have a choice, because they have an 
appointment. It's the volume and the advance overload that I can scale within 
that to try to make their workout match their level where they're at. Now, 
somebody who's asking me, I think there's a couple layers there. I think for 
some individuals, it's giving those early wins, why they would want as little of 
recovery as necessary, because they want to work out again, because they 
might be establishing a new habit and so they want to try to not waste any time. 

When you've been doing this as long as a lot of us have, as I have shared in my 
... maybe it was my training at 34, so my blog post last year about how I 
basically have the same amount of muscle, within maybe a couple pounds 
more, two or three pounds more since I was 20 or 21. I'm 35 now. Have I been 
bigger ... with more body fat ... so this was a similar condition scenario. I'm 
stronger, I can do more chin ups, I'm stronger in some ways. I was probably 
dead lifting at the time, so I was dead lifting more, but I'm not doing that now, 
so I'm doing less, because dead lift. 

How do you know if need more recovery, I think life will determine that. I think 
one of the challenges is that people are reticent to add recovery because they 
are concerned that they will lose their gains. They recognize the upside, life is 
crushing me, work is hectic, I've got kids, but I'm concerned about losing all of 
my gains. Two things come to mind. One is that, I can give you all the 
physiological stuff, but they've done studies on little old ladies who really don't 
care about the stuff the way that we do.

They care in the sense that they don't want ... at least my clients have said, they 
want to keep their bone [inaudible 00:32:31] density, they want to keep putting 
their bag in the overhead bin and they want to keep playing with their 
grandkids. So, they've done studies on ... they'll do a cohort supervised training 
for 12 or 16 weeks, and they'll gain some amount of strength and then they will 
say, "We're going to come back and check on your strength in six months." 

These women have still maintained, on average, about 50% of the gain from six 
months ago, not training at all. So, that is, even if we're not exactly like that, 
throwing an extra day of recovery on, you're not going to lose anything. I use 
that as, it's kind of a, "Okay, well six months later they were still stronger than 
baseline, having not trained for six months." 

I could see somebody trying to argue a motor effect like, "Oh well, they had 
done the test before." I go, "Go ahead and play pool every six months and tell 
me how great you get." Go ahead and shoot darts every six months and tell me 
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how much better you are six months later. Yes, you're familiar, but that doesn't 
make you good or better as a result of that [inaudible 00:33:39].

I think that is also is a good window into just how, if you've made real, lasting 
improvements and you've gotten to, some of that is muscular, which I think 
James talked about how a lot of that we used to think that was this big delayed 
response, but there is early hypertrophy for a lot of individuals and so some of 
that is just innate now. They made these changes and they're slow to be lost, 
because these women aren't bed ridden. They're otherwise active in their lives 
and that helps to maintain the strength improvements, and that, going to 
Fisher's presentation about taking six weeks on and three weeks off, six weeks 
on, three weeks off, these individuals at the end of 24 weeks, made the exact 
same improvements as a group training continuously for 24 weeks, because all 
roads lead to Rome.

The reality is if, if you have to train on a day because of time constraints, you 
don't have a choice, then back up the volume, back up the intensity, accept soft 
fatigue, knowing that you're keeping the table set. If you have the ability to be 
more flexible, waiting a day is fine. Why not?

Lawrence Neal: I suppose, this is interesting, because it's really, I find, incredibly liberating 
because except you genetically [inaudible 00:34:51] you're not likely to blow up 
from ... I think if you are, you already know that and taking a day off, a week off 
or two weeks off, probably is going to make absolutely no difference 
whatsoever in terms of hypertrophy, so we should really stop stressing about 
that and splitting hairs about that, especially in the context of muscle gain.

However, I do remember, I think it was Doug McGuff I remember say this last, 
that after, I think it's five or six or seven days, around that window, the 
cardiovascular adaptations start to fall a little bit. There is perhaps an argument 
there for more frequent training just to improve that side in terms of the 
training outcomes. Hence, Doug's recommendation, which is typically train 
every, I think, four to seven days last time I heard, which makes sense. 

Do you advocate the same ... when you do your whole ... your tagline is twice a 
week, right?

Skyler Tanner: 22 minutes twice a week, twice as strong. So, right, so that is my tag. That's 
what I sell, and I think that for most people, that they cannot push themselves 
to the previous level of disgusting physical ... it would make Arthur Jones proud 
and he would promptly holster his weapon. That he'd use to get you to go all 
the way to that level of failure. 

It's just not necessary, especially what we understand about what you're going 
to get out of it. It is liberating, but I think people, we have a hard time accepting 
... I guess we have a hard time accepting some stuff. I'm going to start lifting 
weights because I want to get bigger because that is a proxy for some, which 
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we'll talk about in another talk about ... this is a proxy for some sort of emotion I 
have within me and the more I'm working on it, then it must be moving in the 
right direction, and so I'm reticent to give up that component of my identity.

For most people, it's not the case. For most people, this is a tool to improve my 
vehicle. Yes, I want to look better for my wife, although hilariously enough, I 
cannot tell you how many times my wife has been like, "Why don't you eat a 
flipping cheeseburger. You are too hard, so you're more comfortable for me to 
lay on." At some point, I'm flexing at my wife, and she's rolling her eyes at me. 
It's back to being all about ... the thing for me again, it's just a personal hobby, 
apparently, is working out stuff. 

It should be liberating that this idea, this is something to enrich your life, 
enhance your life, build your vehicle to the extent that it can be built, and 
improve the quality of your life by extension. Unfortunately, there are so many 
camps and identities, and it's tough for me to separate this out because my 
business is this, so I have two layers of identity built into the workout and also 
to the business of delivering the workout in that same space, or what Doug was 
saying in your workout, your opinion from ten years ago gets crystallized in 
amber as a result of the internet. It's kind of like that. 

I think a lot of this stuff is, you have a menu of things that you can use and tools 
at your disposal. At some point, you have to draw a line in the sand based on 
experience. If you're working with college athletes who are just high achieving 
type A, they won a scholarship and they have the ... and otherwise they're 
college athletes, but they're not going to school a lot of them, especially if 
they're one and done in basketball players. They're there for a season. 

Otherwise, their stress levels are low. You can snow those kids, because they're, 
more than likely, because they're 19 and they're likely to respond. It's like the 
Russian system for developing Olympic athletes was ... this goes back to my 
complaint about Ted Naiman, but I'll get there. Ted Naiman's reasoning, even if 
acutely, I agree with where he's going, but I'll tell you for different reasons. 

The Russians, the entire Eastern bloc were the kings of Olympic lifting, Olympic 
weightlifting, until the Soviet Union fell and the whole Eastern bloc was 
disbanded, and the reason for this is that because you had one half of a million 
employees in the system who were all working, being paid by the state to lift 
weights. You will find the athlete that can tolerate the highest load and continue 
responding and soaking it up like a sponge because you are getting it relatively 
individualized coaching, but if you're somebody who maybe needs to take more 
days off, well, comparatively, that's just lazy, so you're going to stagnate or get 
injured, doesn't matter we've got an athlete who responds to this and we're 
going to continue to focus on them.

Similarly, and heres my beef about ... so yeah, okay, I was watching, this is my 
Ted Naiman slightly nasally voice, nothing but love Ted. I was watching the 
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Olympic rings and I'm seeing these big buff dudes and I'm thinking, they're just 
always on the rings, since, well first of all, they're practicing skills. They're doing 
these discrete, individual things for quality. They're getting judged on quality. 
They're not trying to fatigue the muscle, they're trying to do the skill with as 
little muscular involvement as they can manage, number one.

Number two, is, these athletes, the log jam for the development of these 
athletes is not at the national level. It's going back to gymnastics, why are the 
American women the dominant force in gymnastics, although the British 
women are really damn good too. The answer is that it's a semi centralized 
system that has five million girls in the pipeline between the ages of five and 
Olympic age 16. Five million. There are not ...

Lawrence Neal: We don't ... weeding out, right?

Skyler Tanner: Oh, there are not two million girls who are just waiting to be, in a lottery waiting 
to be picked to qualify for the Olympics. Those girls have floated to the top. 
They have the circumstances and support of parents who could afford the time 
and energy it takes to go to all of these meets, and as it turns out, they had a 
physiology that's was willing to soak up the work and respond.

Actually, one of my clients is friends with the mother of Gabby Gifford, and they 
said that ... not Gabby Gifford, Gabby Douglas, who just murdered, just 
obliterated everyone in her path in the past Olympics, and she had this crazy 
spin move on the balance beam. Basically, the feedback I got was basically from 
wet from birth, this girl was always moving and always doing and always dare 
deviling and always doing gymnastics. 

She would go and practice by herself. It's like the kid noodling in his bedroom 
for hours at a time, working on guitar or, they said Wayne Gretsky, the reward 
was playing hockey. They had to call him in for dinner. He was going to do it no 
matter what. 

You've got those individuals in a system that is grooming them for years, and 
years, and years, they're going to rise to the top. It wasn't a rational, I just need 
to work ... I didn't need to do seven days on the rings, it's that they have shown 
that they can tolerate seven days on the rings. And they still get injured, and 
they have an entire team to keep them from getting injured. But, if you cannot 
summon that intensity, or, you have a life that dictates that you have a little bit 
more fluidity because of circumstance, then increasing that frequency might be 
the way to go, and that is the 100% valid way to do it also. That seems like, "Oh 
that's not high intensity training." 

It is still very low volume. It is still the muscular failure. It is still focusing on the 
quality of the effort to drive improvements in the long term, in accord of muscle 
and joint function. I think that then, the dosing becomes circumstance based. 
I've thrived on once a week. I've thrived on twice a week. I've experimented 
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with higher volume as I was talking about. I am as big as I am ever going to be or 
if it's going to give me anything, it's going to be a pound maybe a year. If I'm 
really dedicated to it, but I'm not sure I care as much about all of that noodling 
to get that.

Lawrence Neal: I get you. I am, obviously I really enjoyed my episodes of Ted. I'm a big fan of 
Ted. He's actually coming on for a part three soon, although I'm very much ... I 
do want to catch up on his training, because he's always fun to talk to a medical 
doctor who's into high intensity training, but he's just talking some great stuff 
right now, I think, in a diet sphere, very interested about that. 

But yes, I have the same ...

Skyler Tanner: Because at the end of the day, he's not wrong. Most people just did some hard 
work, like physically. In exercise, they have a wide margin of error. It's just like, 
got near failure, the insulin sensitivity, the maintenance of the muscle mass. 
That was a conclusion from the Steele's paper, if everybody just did one set of 
row, chest press and leg press or squat or something like that, and actually 
pushed themselves, imperfect, yes. Optimized, absolutely not. Are they actually 
getting to fatigue, probably not, but that low hanging fruit, because diabetes 
and blood glucose dysregulation is the tip of the spear for cardiovascular 
disease, for certain types of cancer, for cerebrovascular disease, for certain 
types of neuro generative disorders. It's the first thing that you start seeing and 
so being able to address it and make the sync a little bit bigger with hard 
muscular effort, would be huge. 

That would be, from my perspective as an exercise physiologist, and all the 
clinical training I have around this stuff, it's like, if you could just get your hands 
around some blood glucose dysregulation, get your hands around controlling 
that, you can set yourself up to, in the long run, have these better outcomes. 
Only in the short run, hey, you look and feel better and that's hugely motivating.

Lawrence Neal: Yeah. Yeah. Absolutely. I couldn't agree more. Going back to recovery for a 
second, what about ... I'm very interested to get your view on what people can 
do between, and I guess, during their workouts and their other time, to try and 
optimize recovery in the context of feeling good, but being healthy and just 
making sure that tending to their body in the right way between their training. 
I'd love to get your current views on that type of thing. 

Skyler Tanner: Recovery is a blood driven event. Recovery's a blood driven event, so 
movement, walking, foam rolling, I have a little five minute foam rolling routine 
that I do most nights of the week before I go to bed, just because it relaxes me 
and gets me prepped for sleep as part of my prep. There's nothing magical. I'm 
not ... I've got a video for it, I can ... yeah, there's a video I've got, I think, it's on 
smart shrink page, I'll find it for you. 
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Like I said, it's wholly underwhelming, but it's brief and it's something you do. I 
brush my teeth at night in the rock bottom squat, because I know that'll give me 
two minutes in the squat. 

Lawrence Neal: I love that. 

Skyler Tanner: Then my wife comes in and goes, "I don't know what the hell you're doing here, 
but when you're done doing whatever this is, go take out the trash."

Lawrence Neal: That's the best thing I've heard this week.

Skyler Tanner: It's two minutes in the squat. And it's ... I got the electric toothbrush pinching 
along. There's my primal rock bottom squat. Two minutes a day. I do that and 
the foam rolling before bed and it's just ... that helps the feeling of being 
recovered. I also do a little bit of stretching. I was talking about that in my blog 
post, but it's pretty high intensity stuff. PNF stretching is like heavy loaded 
eccentrics, so that is to maintain a range of motion and potentially give me 
improvements in the running performance, because I heretically, as a guy who 
does high intensity training, I also enjoy running. 

I enjoy racing barefoot. That might be a better description. I want to do as little 
of the actual training as possible so I can go out there and run well, which I'm 
defining is about 50% of the world record pace at any given distance, typically 
shorter distance, I just am much better at the one, the three mile distance.

I'm just an almost paltry amount of training possible. If you play basketball, 
there's a lot of running, so I wasn't a good runner, but there's something fun 
about going and running hard and pacing yourself and having this discussion 
that we have at the end of a set in longer terms of ... my body's about to engulf 
on fire and I need to go faster. That helps me with that also. 

A little 5 minute routine every night at bed, before bed, plus hang out in the 
squat and then lots of playing with my kids and just having fun with that 
movement. I also decompress at work. I have a decompression bench that I 
hang from my hips and decompress my spine and that's just a little bit more 
relaxing. And naps, I prioritize sleep over just about everything else, so when I 
can and a client opens up somewhere in the one to two thirty range, late 
cancels or reschedules, I roll out a mat at work, I turn off the light, I get my dog's 
breath in my face, and I sleep for 20 to 25 minutes and it helps enormously. 

Lawrence Neal: I've never been a good napper. I always just get bored and just lay there and I 
can't really fall asleep. Is that because I'm not doing it right, is that just because 
some people like naps and some people don't?

Skyler Tanner: I think some people ... I'm really good, I've become good at catnaps. I can fall 
into that sub rational space where it's not black out, but it's enough to where 
even my body might twitch awake, like I'm about to die and it's recovering 
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enough. It feels physically like you get that decompression. For me, being into 
cross gravity and all that, I've just always love naps.

My mom thought I had mono in high school because I slept so much as a 
teenager, and I had to tell her, "No mom, I don't have mono because I'm not 
kissing anybody." Much to 15 year old Skyler's chagrin, there was no kissing 
involved. No, I'm good at napping. I like napping and I think I told you this at the 
Resistance Exercise Conference. I labored under the illusion, or maybe I didn't. I 
was talking to Ian, definitely about this, Blair's business partner. I said, "I labored 
under the illusion for many, many years that I was an introvert because I liked to 
nap and I'll ghost from parties."

When I'm done with the party, I just leave.

Lawrence Neal: Yeah, I noticed you did that. It's a few times during the conference where I was 
like, "Where's Skyler? I might not see him before he goes." Someone said, "He 
left an hour ago." I'm like, "What?"

Skyler Tanner: Yeah. Yeah, I go. I tried to make, because especially the last time, I tried to make 
sure I got every ... but yeah, the night before, it's like, all right, I'll see you. I'm 
done. I'll catch you all tomorrow. Whoever happens to be nearby gets that 
message, but that's the extent of it. Whereas, my friend from high school. Jane, 
she just addressed me of this fact. She goes, "Skyler, I had to tell you, you could 
not just show up unannounced at my house whenever you wanted." I would 
drive around the town I grew up in, just looking for people to hang out with 
when I was bored in the afternoon. There's got to be ... I will find somebody, 
let's get together, let's do it.

I thought I was an introvert because I like naps and I would ghost. I'm good at 
napping, I guess, is what I'm saying. Even if you're not good at napping, that 
recovery aspect, this stress management, that opportunity to buy yourself a 
space in time, to just breathe and relax and let all that adrenaline just come on 
down, let your heart rate come on down. Maybe if you can't nap, maybe it gives 
you an opportunity to focus on a little bit of box breathing. That's that active 
meditation I was talking about. If you fall asleep, great, your timer's set and if 
you don't, at least you're doing something that will drag your heart rate 
variability up, your heart rate down and give your nervous system a break.

Lawrence Neal: Yeah, nice. What about any thoughts on dietary or hydration, things like that?

Skyler Tanner: I drink plenty of water and coffee. I still haven't ate yet today, so I don't think 
there's any magic recovery, protein synthesis, as long as you're eating enough 
protein, which is about .7 grams per pound of body weight, I forget what that ... 
1.7 grams per kilo, that's probably maximizing protein synthesis from a dietary 
perspective and otherwise I don't think there's some magical dietary formula 
other than just don't be in a chronic energy deficit.
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That doesn't mean you have to match your macros perfectly, it's just hunger's a 
good guide for your needs. 

Lawrence Neal: I cooked a whole pound of pork belly today and it was great, but I thought to 
myself, "It's probably got a fair bit of protein in it." I put it into my fitness 
[inaudible 00:52:49], and obviously, take the with a pinch of salt and I looked at 
the macros, I was like, "Oh, that's pretty much complete fat." I can't remember 
the exact grams protein, but it wasn't very high, and then I occurred to me that, 
"Oh I'm well under my 1.6 grams per kilogram today."

I just wanted to address this quickly. I remember James Steele saying this to me. 
He was like, "Let's not get so bogged down in trying to hit 1.6 every single day." 
It's about averaging it. If you're averaging it ...

Skyler Tanner: I literally came home and I started to try and do some of the stuff that we 
picked up at the Resistance Exercise Conference, and after about three days, I 
was like ... because we should be having protein all of this time and da, da, da, 
yeah, it's an average. There is some evidence to suggest that if you're someone 
who does intermittent fasting, that those giant boluses that changes the way 
protein is oxidized. Bill Legakis has a couple blog posts about this and he's not 
pro, he still says, "This is sub optimal, but clearly the body compensates for this 
in ways that we just can't capture in studies in the length of the study."

That typically happens, because if that was the case, if you needed to maximize 
protein synthesis, then some of these intermittent fasters, going back to 
recovery and I have a whole discussion on diet and longevity, that could be the 
third in a series ... no, no, no, I haven't had ... I just ...

Lawrence Neal: Sorry, yeah.

Skyler Tanner: There's a controlling for macros. There's a lean gain study last year and these 
individuals who were eating the same amount of protein, approximately the 
same amount of carbs, training the same way, when they compress their 
feeding window, they had a greater lean mass response, even though the 
protein researchers would say, "Well that's not optimized protein synthesis."

They had the better result, so there might be something about compressing the 
feeding window that we just haven't elucidated because very few individuals 
are looking ... they're like, support bros behavior and right now, intermittent 
fasting's fat control and longevity and blood glucose control. It hasn't really 
been looked at mechanistically to explain how it might modify the use of amino 
acids.

Lawrence Neal: Right, okay, cool.

Skyler Tanner: Even up real food to satiety, focus on wide variety of flavors and colors, try not 
to eat donuts in one ... super high fat and super high carb at the same time 
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chronically. I'm not saying meal pairing or anything of that nature, but like, "Oh, 
I'm just going to eat protein and carbs, I'm just going to eat protein and fat." 
And then, listen to how your body feels as a result. 

Lawrence Neal: Awesome. Well this has been really fun as always. I love that we talked about ... 
we basically talked about recovery and optimizing gains. That's basically wheat 
we talked about, but everyone loves talking about getting muscle mass and the 
truths around that and I think, A, you do that better than almost anyone in 
terms of just telling people like it is. That's one of the reasons why I really 
respect you and I just really enjoy these conversations, but you also drop some 
really good gems in terms of recovery too, so I'm pleased with this. 

Skyler, best way you would find out more about you?

Skyler Tanner: You can find me at skylertanner.com, that's one word, skylertanner.com. S K Y L 
E R tanner.com. Also, if you're in the Austin area, SmartStrengthAustin.com. I 
am busy, but that's my training facility and I'd love to give you all a tour if you're 
around. 

Lawrence Neal: Awesome. Yeah, and thanks again for coming on the show and for everyone 
listening, thank you very much and I will talk to you soon. 
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